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Nuclear signatures may remain many years after an 
explosion has occurred 

 Prior to, during, and following 
a nuclear explosion, radiation 
is released from the source 
material 

 Radioactive atoms decay over 
time – in some cases on the 
order of decades, centuries, 
or even millennia 

• The resulting debris from a 
nuclear explosion contains 
radioactive signatures that may 
help characterize the event 

Chernobyl accident 137Cs contamination: 
10 years later 
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Presentation Notes
In nuclear debris, signatures remain – for a long time.  Maybe slow a fallout picture of the NTS from the web and some half-lives with “glass half-full” cartoon. Would it make more sense to show Chernobyl?  People are more used to that. Dose exposure…
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This is also true for underground and partially vented 
nuclear explosions 

 In the case of an 
underground explosion, it 
is still possible to retrieve 
useful information many 
years later 

 This is also true if an 
underground explosion is 
partially vented and 
material is released 
above ground 

Plume from Baneberry test – 18 December 1970 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point out that many things still remain in underground debris as well.  This also holds for partially vented tests that were means to remain underground, but came above ground – show Baneberry;
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The analysis of this debris can be exploited as a 
verification mechanism for international treaties 

 Comprehensive Test 
Ban Treaty (CTBT) 
• The CTBT verification 

regime incorporates 
monitoring stations and 
on-site inspections 

 

 Fissile Material Cut-off 
Treaty (FMCT) 
• Discussions have 

acknowledged the need 
for robust verification 
techniques 

• On-site inspections are a 
possibility 

CTBTO monitoring station: 
Antarctica President Barack Obama – 

Prague, 5 April 2009 
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Presentation Notes
Point out that treaties such as CTBT and current thoughts on FMCT have verification aspects
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Training and deployment of field inspectors must be done 
with care 

 Requiring on-site verifications means the following are 
necessary aspects of the inspection teams: 
• Multinational 
• Well-trained 
• Experienced 

 While training is important, care should be taken not to 
compromise the sensitive information of any government 
• It is essential to balance the exchange of knowledge 

with the need to protect sensitive information 
• Is it ultimately possible to train without teaching? 

 Drilling for sample collection is an arduous 
process, but may be necessary for verification 
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Presentation Notes
This means we need international teams of well-trained (and experienced would be best) inspectors to carry out these verification requirements set forth in the treaty; ((Risks associated with admission; grew out of testing; balance knowledge without giving too much away; train without teaching))
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Drillback operations to gather information from old 
explosion debris are possible 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show movie – trimmed from current version to only include the drillback --- maybe a photo of the debris
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Nuclear explosion debris remains useful long after the initial event 

 Nuclear explosions create debris 
• This debris can help characterize the explosion 
• … even if the explosion occurred several years ago 

 It may be possible to train personnel to collect old 
explosion debris for the purpose of treaty verification 

 Nuclear treaties should be pursued and each country has 
an obligation to fulfill its treaty requirements 
• However, this should not come at the expense of 

national security or interests 

 Time does not wash away information that 
may be useful in verifying treaty compliance 
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Presentation Notes
As we move forward with treaty negotiations and fulfilling those terms, we need to remain cognizant and vigilant about what we’re sharing.  Certainly these treaties should be pursued and we all need to meet our treaty requirements, we just need to remember that time does not wash away useful information.
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